SEVERO OCHOA MOBILITY PROGRAM

GENERAL RULES

The Severo Ochoa mobility was developed as a “mobility Grant” (https://www.bsc.es/join-us/why-to-work-at-bsc/mobility-programmes/so-mobility-grants). The ultimate goal is to support and encourage mobility, thus it is not a scholarship. Consequently, the grant does not necessarily cover 100% of the total expenses.

Moreover, the selection committee decided to finance the travel and accommodation expenses according to both the Severo Ochoa and BSC regulations, and taking into consideration the current level of expenses according to the experience we have gained over the previous mobility calls.

Travel expenses:

Up to 1200€ (one thousand two hundred euro) for intercontinental plane travel

About 300€ (three hundred euro) for European plane travel (economy class) or train ticket (1st class) for shorter distances.

BSC established rate per Km if travelling by car incl. motorway and parking charges.

Accommodation expenses:

We take as a reference Torre Girona monthly price (800€ (eight hundred euro) individual room or 575€ (five hundred seventy five euro) per person for double room/ double occupancy).